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Abstract: In article the model of labor migration is described. The model uses minimum quantity of the statistical
data about migration. The model allows to use the scenario analysis for forecasting flows of labor migration,
under condition of change of input parameters. In the article the list of operated factors is resulted and the
functional dependences are defined. The model allows to evaluate flows of labor migration. 
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INTRODUCTION flows between the subjects of the Russian Federation, as

The modelling of migration flows has received a lot guarantees: getting housing, availability of jobs in the
of attention in the researches of both foreign and region.
domestic authors and the urgency of this issue is growing
with every decade [1]. The main reason is the General Description of the Model: In constructing the
globalization of the world economy, as well as the migration model we were relying on the hypothesis
increasing occurrence of natural and man-made stipulating, that the migration flows of labor resources
catastrophies [2,3]. For the developed countries, with their across the regions occur only in the framework of
low birth-rate, the migration flow gives an additional people’s education by the aggregate groups of specialty
impulse for economic growth [4]. The structural and the levels of education (further – AGS/ED).
differences in migration flows alter the quality of the
country’s labor capacity, which is a restraining factor for Probabilities of the migration flows for all subjects in
the advancement of the economies in developing the RF:
countries [5-7]. The European countries are witnessing a
growing tension in inter-ethnic relations, explained by the
different cultural backgrounds of the migrants and
ethnically native population [8,9]. The labor market also
experiences  a  huge  overload, as the varience in wages
of the migrants and the locals ousts the latter from active
participation  in  redistribution  of  the  revenues  [8,10].
The social burden on the budget of the country is
increasing, thus lowering the pace of the construction of
infrastructural objects [11].

Many of the migration models are built on
gravitational functions, where the factors are the
distances, the volume of created added value, the accrued
wages [5,12-15]. We also anylized the existing models and
selected both economic factors affecting the migration

well as the social ones, underpinned by the state

- Probability, with which an individual residing

in the i-th region of a certain type of economic activity
(further – TEA) - v, will move to the j-th region in their
respective AGS/ED group - w at the t moment of time.

The   migration    model   has  been  designed  only
for the constant flow of migration, the pendulum migration
in this model being ignored. The main factors with an
impact on labor migration have been identified as the
following:

Likelihood to find a job in principle;
Likelihood of getting an accomodation;
Wages and salaries;
Distance between the subjects.
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The share of the mobile population is estimated by surveying the employees in the TEA organizations.1

12

Fig. 1: The layout of the migrration model

These factors have the maximum effect on the Let us find the number of mobile people in the i-th
migration flows. The underlying consideration relies on region of the n age attributed to a certain w AGS/ED
the difference of qualitative estimate of these factors in group.
different regions of the RF and the migration flows are
formed on the basis of such differentiation. (1)

With the account that the above factors are
multifaceted, it was decided to single out the following
aspects in modeling the outcome of the probable Where
migration:

Constraints on finding employment in principle; moment in the i region attributed to the v-th group of
Finding a possibility for migration with the account TEA, w-th AGS/ED and the n-th age group of the
of the wages differentiation; population;
Probability of migration depending on the possibility
to get some housing; dM  = Share of the mobile population in the total number
Probability of migration depending on the distance. of the economically active population of the n-th age

The overall layout of the model (Fig. 1) illustrates the
relationships among the factors in the model. Further, Z (t) = Employed  population  of  the n-th age group,
we’ll describe separately each stage in the forming up of v-th TEA with the detailazation by w-th AGS/ED in the i-
the final probability for the migration flow. th region;

Determining the Size of the Mobile Population: Let us A (t) = Economically active population in the in the n-th
define the number of people prepared to migrate in terms age group in the i-th region (further – EAP).
of AGS/ED from the structure of economicaly active
population employed in organizations according to TEA, It’s important to note, that the entire mobile
AGS/ED and the jobless according to AGS/ED in the i population is divided evenly between the EAP working
region. At each moment in t time the region has a and non-working people.
structure of employed population in the (n) age group per
TEA  (v)  with  the  detailazation  according to AGS/ED Constraint on the Probability to Find a Job in Principle:
(w)- Z (t). Regarding the possibility to find a job in principle, thei,n,v,w

M (t) = Size of the mobile population at the t timei,n,v,w

i,n

group in the i-th region;1

i,n,v,w

i,n
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following hypothesis is employed in the labor migration
model. We believe, that an individual will not migrate,
unless knowing for sure, that it’s possible to get a job in (3)
the new region.

Given this assumption, let us set the probability
limiting the migration flows in the j-th region in regard to
the migrants’ group belonging to the w-th AGS/ED group
at the t time moment on condition of lack of work The argument of the function shall be a share change
vacancies - PV (t). in the wage, the value of the function shall be thej,w

To find the required probability, let us assume that probability of changing the trade.
we know the following:

V (t). = Vacancies in the j-th region at the t time Determining the Probability of Migration Due to thej,w

moment for the w-th AGS/ED group. Wage Differentiation: It’s necessary to determine the
For the final computation of the necessary probability of migration due to the wages.

probability let’s make use of the following formula: 

(2)

Where

M (t) – those willing to move of the n-th age group toi,n,v,w

the j-th region in the w-th AGS/ED group at the t time
moment.

Construction of the Intention Function to Change the Job
Due to the Wages Differentiation: The following data
have been obtained from the surveys of the population:

- The vector of the number

of people in the surveyed set in the n age group, who are
willing to change their work given the wage rate may by
increased by the K set of the significant percentage for
the job change.

 – The number of people prepared to change the

place of work for the increase in the wage at the given K
set of the significant percentage for the change of work.

N – The total number of the surveyed people.

Based on these data, a function is constructed for
each n age group, demonstrating the probability of job
change on condition of increasing the wage by the shares
of the K set.

 = Probability of migration due to the

difference in wages from the i region to the j region at the
t time moment of the n age group by the w AGS/ED
detalization.

To construct the required probability let us assume
that we know:
LW (t) = Expected wage rate in the i region at the t timei,w

moment by the w AGS/ED.
To estimate the probability of re-qualification let us

apply the function of willingness to change the job due to
the wage differentiation (3).
The resulting formula will be:

(4)

Determining the Migration Probability Due to the
Possibility to Get a Dwelling: It is necessary to assess for
the mobile population, belonging to the i-th region and to
the w-th AGS/ED group the probability to migrate due to
the possibility to get a flat in the j region at the
t–  time moment. 

The possibility to obtain a dwelling might be
interpreted differently, e.g.: it’s possible to get it for free
in the case there is in effect a regional program for
providing housing on condition of being employed at a
certain enterprise in the region during a definite number of
years. In the event such a program is being run in the j
region for professions attributed to the k group of the l-th
level  of   education  forming   up   the   total   aggregate
w - AGS/ED.

It’s necessary to evaluate the probability of migration
to a region on the basis of the possibility to get a
dwelling.  In this  paper we proceed from an assumption,
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that a person is inclined to migrate with a higher S (t) = Average area of the flat in the j-th region at
probability in the event of getting a flat over a shorter
period of stay in the new region.

To determine this relationship, let us construct a
function, demonstrating the migration probability
depending on the number of years required for
employment in the new region in order to get an
apartment.

There is a vector for the number of people willing to
move to a new region on condition of getting an
apartment in the t number of years.

nk = The number of people prepared to move given theyt

will get a dwelling in t years.
We have the size of the mobile population

M ,n,r,w(t), obtained from the survey.i

The resulting function is formed up in the following
way:

(5)

Where

x = The number of years needed to get an apartment
Hence, provided it must be a cost-free dwelling, the
required probability can be discovered by using formula
(5) for such AGS/ED w groups, to which such a regional
program of providing free housing can be applied. 

Should it be impossible to get a free housing, the
required probability can be found in the following manner.

The function describing the probability of getting an
apartment depending on the number of years, needed for
the purchase of the dwelling f (x) is constructed bynk

analogy with the function (5).
Now, in order to reveal the required probability, it’s

necessary to define the time during which such a flat
could be obtained.

For this end we’ll need the following data:

U (t) = Price of the square meter in the flat at the tj

time in the j region.

j

the t time moment.
S (t) = initially assumed to equal 40 sq.m.j

LW (i,w) = expected migrant’s wage in the i region at thej

t moment in the AGS/ED w-the group.
K = The share of the wage the migrant is ready tou

pay for the flat.

Next, the time needed for the purchase of the flat is
calculated by the formula:

(6)

After that the resulting probability is calculated with
the formulas (5) and (6).

(7)

Apart  from  that,  it’s  possible  to realize
government-run programs in the regions aimed at
providing benefits for the purchase of the flats instead of
providing free housing. In this case the following factor
is introduced:

k – share of the flat’s cost compensated from othere

than the wage source.

In this event formula (6) will look like:

(8)

As well as the resulting probability is estimated
similarly (7).

Determining the Migration Probability Depending on the
Distance: The constructions listed below reflect the share
of those wishing to move depending on the distance from
the specific region.

 – probability at the t time moment to migrate

from the i region to the j region in one’s own w AGS/ED
group.

Evaluating the number of people ready to move
depending on the distance, we were relying on 3
assumptions:
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People need occasionally to come back to their
“homeland” (native region) to see their folks and
friends;
People are ready to spend time on travel
commensurable with the time they stay in their
“homeland”;
People are ready to spend on trips only a small
portion of their wages. Proceeding from these
assumptions, it’s necessary to estimate the following:
Periodiocity with which various groups of people
need to see their relatives/friends;
Maxumum amount of time people are prepared to
spend on trips to the “homeland”;
The share of income different groups of people are
ready to expense on the trips.

The above data can be presented through the
following model:

 - Probability vector, that the

n of people are ready to meet with their loved ones with a
certain periodicity.

 - The vector of periodicity, with

which a definite share of people is ready to meet with their
loved ones.

K - Factor of the share of time, which people aretravel

prepared to spend visiting their homes of the total time
they spend on trips to the “homeland”. Initially assumed
equal to 20%, but can be adjusted during the calibration
of the model.

- The vector of probability, that

the n number of people are willing to spend on travelling
home the i-th share of the wage.

 - The vector of probability, that

people are ready to spend the n-th part of the wage on
travels to the “homeland”.

All these data can be obtained via the sociological
surveys.

Since we are attempting to evaluate the inclination to
migration depending on the distance, we need a matrix for

the distances between the regions :

Table 1: The resulting matrix of the migrants’ distribution depending on
the travelling time and the costs involved 

Time spent
on the trip

Share of the ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
wage per trip 5% … 20%

2 days h … h 100%1 1 1 n

7 days … … … 100%
14 days h … h 100%3 1 3 n

100% 100% 100%

; where S  is the distance from the i-th region to the j-thij

region.
Besides, presuming that the migrating people are

seeking a job only according to their AGS, we know the
mean expected wage in the i region in their own w
AGS/ED group at the t - LW (t) time moment.i,w

Let us consider the components needed for the
estimation in money terms of the share of the wage spent
by the migrant on the trips to the “homeland”.

Having  the  matrix  of  distances,  in  order to
evaluate the travelling time and the costs, we have to
know  the  average  speed  of transport and the cost of
one km of the route. Let us assume for our purposes that
the migrants will travel by train or by air. Further, should
there be the need, the list of travel means can be
expanded.

V , V [V ] = km per hour (speed of the vehicle)train Plane i

Cm , CM [Cm ] = thousand rubles per km (cost of onetrain Plane i

km of the route by transport).

That kind of information can be easily found in the
open sources published by the “Russian Railways” and
in the reports of the air companies’; the exploration of the
methodics employed in the estimation of specific values
transcends the format of this paper. 
Thus, the whole community of people impacted by the
probability of migration based on the distance can be
distributed into the following groups.

For the sake of convenience in the presentation of
the resulting probability several functions can be defined:

(9)

[f ] = hours.time

(10)

[f ] = thousand/rublesd

Actually, so as to understand how many people are
willing to move to a specific region, we have to answer
consecutively two questions:
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Which type of transport this group of people can pay for, proceeding from the assumed wage rate in the region and
the degree of their readiness to allocate a certain portion of the income for the trips;
Which part of the group, who have already made up their mind about the transport, will spend on travelling less time
than the maximum threshold limit.

These  questions  can  be  answered via the functions (below) using formulas (9), (10).

(11)

(12)

To form up the resulting probability of migration from the i region to the j region at the t moment of time with the
account of the distance, let us make use of formulas (9), (10), (11), (12).

(13)

Construction of the Resulting Probability of Migration: Thus, to construct the resulting probability of re-qualification,
we have to apply the previous constructions, i.e. formulas (2), (4), (7), (13).

(14)

Now, in order to estimate the number of people arriving from the i region to the j region according to their w AGS/ED
from all TEA at the t time moment it’s necessary to apply the following formula:

(15)

Accordingly, those who have left the region are calculated by the formula:

(16)

Thus, the model demonstrates the number of CONCLUSIONS
migrants in the AGS/ED aspect between the subjects of
the RF, furthermore, given that the wage rates change and
different government-run programs facilitating access to
housing could be applied to specialists of the specific
AGS categories, the model will demonstrate various
migration scenarios. Hence, it may be concluded, that the
tasks set at the beginning of the paper, have been
fulfilled.

The presented calculated algorithm for determining
the migration movement of the population takes into
account the need of the customer in modelling the
movement of the population in the aspect of UGS and
education levels. The peculiarity of the concept
underlying  the  model  is the necessity to conduct a
large-scale survey of the population from the point of
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migration  activity.  Elaboration  of   the  questionnaires, 3. World Bank, 2009. World Development Indicators
of the mechanism for the control over the quality of the 2009. World Bank Publications, pp: 434.
survey, methodical substantiation of the clustering of the 4. International Labor Organization, "Employment,
regions  so as  to  optimize  the  sampling by social partial employment, unemployment", Methodics
groups – these are the works which contributed to the Manual.
realization of this model. With the account of the 5. Samuel H. Preston, Patrick Heuveline and Michel
differences in development of various types of economic Guillot, 2001. Demographic: Measuring and Modeling
activity and changes in the labor market conditions, it’s Population Processes. Blackwell Publishers, pp: 291.
expedient  to  introduce  correcting   adjustments 6. Volgin, N.A. and V.I. Plaski, 2004. Labor market and
(carrying out the surveys of the population) for the employment: Contemporrary issues of theory and
analysis of the prospects of economic development not practice. Series: Viewpoint . Moscow. RAGS
less than once or twice a year. The impact of the model Publishing House, pp: 162.
can be seen in a more rational use of the labor capacity, 7. Doktorovich, A., 2006. Our capital – our labor
enhanced quality of instantly available data on the needs potential.  Social   policies   and   Social   Partnership,
in labor resources and the existing HR potential. 7: 23-30.
Currently, the shortage in workforce faced  by  processing 8. Hal Caswell, 2000. Matrix Population Models:
enterprises exceeds 25%, in extracting industries by more Construction, Analysis and Interpretation. Sinauer
than 20% and in power generation sector it’s in exceeds Associates, Incorporated, pp: 722.
of 15% [16]. After the introduction of optimized structure 9. Korovkin, A.G., 2001. Dynamics of employment and
for enrollment  into  institution  of   professional   training, the labor market: issues of macroeconomic analysis
increasing mobility within the country (due to easily and forecasting. Moscow. MAX Press, pp: 303.
available information on vacancies in other regions and 10. Volgin, N.A. and L.P. Khrapylina, 2005. Social
stronger social support from the government) the ppolicies in Russia: pressing issues and ways of
indicator of the “shortage of qualified workforce” will solution. Moscow. KNORUS, pp: 464.
decrease, whilst the indicator of “labor productivity” will 11. Pavlov, S.V., 2001. Problems of employment for the
grow, given all other conditions being equal. able-bodied population in the transitional period.
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